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Saintly Salons. Booms are go!

Better together.

Onwards OzHarvest
SSA members bring the love to 

those in need.
The Hair Boom Project is building... 

hair gets the thumbs up as an oil
 spill adsorbent.

Meet Bruce, he’s part of the new Endeavour Foundation × Sustainable Salons Australia 
partnership... creating stronger futures for people with a disability. 
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Breaking the cycle of leftovers! This 
Aussie charity is on a mission to make 

food waste history by 2030.
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F R O M  T H E  F O U N D E R S

Major life changes – or more specifically, major hair 
changes – are considerably easier when your bestie 
is beside you lobbing her locks in solidarity. This 
was the ethos behind Redeemer Lutheran College’s 
recent ponytail donation event in Brisbane.

Sustainable Salons Australia had the privilege 
of  being invited to attend the event aptly labelled 
Sister Snips 2017. 30 students together donated a 
whopping 106 ponytails (more than five wigs!) that 
will now be sent to various charitable organisations 
such as Variety The Children’s Charity; the students 
also raised $8,300 for their chosen charities Love 
Your Sister and Daughters of  Cambodia.

SSA Co-founder Paul Frasca and QLD Manager 
Tamara Devita, along with the hairdressing students 
from Matters in Gray Training Organisation, 
expertly lobbed ponytails, reaching the final count 
in just an hour.

“I joined this cause because I realised that it was 
my own individual way to help those who have lost 
so much,” says Redeemer student, Emily Boulus. 
“Sufferers of  alopecia and cancer don’t make the 
decision to lose their hair, so the least I can do is 
make the decision to donate mine.”

ALL FOR ONE & 
ONE FOR ALL.

Festive Sisters snip 
together

The United Nations has 17 Goals for Sustainable Development; 
four of  these relate directly to environmental concerns and 
improvements. The other 13 are focused on our planet’s 

population.
We’re talking about people, people.
These goals cover poverty, hunger, health, education, equality, access 

to utilities and safe housing, world peace and doing all of  the above via 
partnerships.

While ‘world peace’ is a tough one to put on your to-do list for 2018, 
we believe that all sustainability goals will lead us here by default. And a 
lot of  this has to do with that last objective… partnerships. 

We’re better together.
By linking up with others to share our resources, time, talents, ideas 

and opportunities, what we can each achieve in our small corner of  
the world can have a whopping impact! These pocket actions have the 
power to change the culture of  a community… and then a city… and 
before you know it, an entire country is beginning to evolve its policies 
towards more sustainable principles because its people have already 
decided to live it. 

That’s why we beam with pride when we see our salon members 
jumping headfirst into powerful initiatives that improve their community. 
We’ve highlighted a few of  these on pages 6 and 7… we dare you to read 
them without being stirred into action!

For Sustainable Salons Australia (SSA) as an organisation, we will 
always look for ways to create change; to partner with organisations and 
services that elevate even one person’s quality of  life is in our DNA.

In 2017, SSA produced The S Event in partnership with TAFE NSW 
– Sydney TAFE and raised more than $11,000 in pledged funds for 
Rough Threads to help those doing it tough. We gave 81 haircuts to the 
homeless across three cities for Do Something! Day, and collaborated 
with Sydney Homeless Connect ambassador Brett McKinnon from The 
Murphy Gozzard Hair Community to recruit volunteer hairdressers for 
its annual open-door event, giving 211 haircuts that day.

Every month at Frontyard Youth Services in Melbourne, a team of  
SSA hairdressers spends time with at-risk youth, volunteering their time 
and skills for haircuts that may just be the catalyst for change in that 
young life.

One of  our most notable partnerships to date is with OzHarvest – 
the incredible not-for-profit that’s feeding Australia’s most hungry with 
rescued food while educating the nation about the tragedy of  food waste. 
We send ALL the proceeds from recycling our salons’ materials to these 
guys, providing 2,000 meals every month! Read up on the latest with 
OzHarvest on page 5.

And this issue, we’re so excited to introduce our latest collaboration 
with Endeavour Foundation in Queensland. Six months in the making, 
this partnership will create new ongoing employment opportunities for 
people with a disability. Get ready for some serious warm fuzzies from 
page 3.

All for one and one for all. Why not go for world peace?

Paul Frasca & Ewelina Soroko
Co-Founders, Sustainable Salons Australia 

We know what you’re thinking... this can be the work 
of  only one man. And you’re right. These delightful 
creations are in fact the doing of  SSA’s Creative 

Ambassador Shaun McGrath, but this time he had his wig art on for a 
different cause.

Shaun created a collection of  wig masterpieces for the 2017 Sydney Fringe 
Festival. Now the largest independent arts festival in NSW, Sydney Fringe 
nurtures emerging artists and highlights the new work of  established artists, all 
while engaging the local community and supporting small business. 

The 2017 festival, Art Our Way, was a successful nod to the diversity of  individuals 
who elevate the cultural heart of  Sydney and beyond in unique and surprising ways.

Shaun’s collection included four wigs made from objects sourced in the shopping 
centre environment (Nike Air headpiece, anyone?) for a collaboration with Broadway 
Shopping Centre in Ultimo, Sydney. He also created five from recycled 
elements and found objects – these became the official 2017 
branding for the Festival, and were splashed across 
the city in all their repurposed 
splendour!

wiggery!

Sydney Fringe Festival photography by Shape Creative; make-up by Kelly Bowman; wig art by Shaun McGrath

Redeemer College students with their ponytails ready for donation
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There’s almost nothing we love more 
than a sustainable collaboration. When a partnership 
brings opportunity and growth to a community, then 
you can bet SSA will be all over it like a hair boom on 
an oil spill. 

Following a very successful pilot program, SSA now 
provides a whole new work stream for people with 
a disability via its new partnership with Endeavour 
Foundation in Queensland. 

“It’s about opening up each person’s 
world – as little or as much as they 

want or are able.” ][
Unable to enrol their children, each with an intellectual 
disability, into a State school, a group of  Queensland 
families joined together to start their own school… this 
was the first of  many and the beginning of  Endeavour 
Foundation. 

Now, Endeavour is a ‘for purpose’ organisation dedicated 
to helping people with a disability to live fulfilling lives – at 
home, at work, and in the community. Whether it’s learning 
important daily life skills, living independently, finding a 
job, building social networks or just connecting with the 
local community, Endeavour supports people to make their 
possibilities a reality.

Supported Employees (people with a disability) head out on the road with 
Endeavour staff members to collect resources from all Queensland SSA 
salons fortnightly, while another team in the Endeavour facility sorts and 

processes these for repurposing.

Endeavour Foundation has been operating since 1951 to bring opportunities to 
people with a disability, and SSA is excited to be actively building into this mission.

“We have grown to be one of  the largest disability services 
providers in Australia,” says Carlos Aguado, Endeavour 
Project Manager – Transformation, “offering a broad 
range of  disability and business services, contributing more 
than $300 million annually to the Australian economy, and 
creating real possibilities for people with a disability.”

So yes, they’re kind of  a big deal. Endeavour Foundation 
supports around 4,000 people with a disability through 
its core services in work, home, daily living, social and 
community participation, relationships and independence, 
and learning. 

“We believe in ability and acknowledge that everyone is 
different,” continues Carlos. “We work with each person to 
make the most of  their individual skills and interests… for 
some it might be learning daily living skills like cooking or 
doing the laundry, for others it might be learning to drive a 
forklift so that they can take on new duties at work.”

The story 
begins...

What’s it 
all about?

 

ability.
We believe in

Sydney Fringe Festival photography by Shape Creative; make-up by Kelly Bowman; wig art by Shaun McGrath

P E O P L E  F O R  T H E  P E O P L E
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Endeavour’s goal has always been the same – to break down barriers to equality 
for people with a disability, champion the right to inclusion, and provide 
support for those who aspire for more. 

Making an Impact

2,466
members of staff

1,716
       

volunteers

401
apprentices and trainees

2,368
supported employees

What do you love about 
working with SSA?
“I enjoy going out on the road to pick up from the 
salons.” 
Bruce Moffatt, Supported Employee, Truck Offsider

“We like sorting out the hair and ponytails!”
Kelly Hodel and Timothy Evans, Supported Employees

“I love working with the different people.”
Murray Pointon, Team Leader 

“I enjoy talking to the friendly staff at the salons.” 
Martin Schlockermann, Supported Employee, Truck Offsider

“It’s a new job!” 
William Tough, Supported Employee, Truck Offsider

How does Endeavour help you?

“I would get bored at home if  I didn’t come to work. 
I like all the different jobs.”
Timothy Evans, Supported Employee

“I enjoy seeing my friends everyday!”
Kelly Hodel, Supported Employee

What does an SSA shift look like for you?

“We pick up the goods from the bins and talk to the 
salon staff… we do a lot of  driving out on the road.”
Bruce Moffatt, Supported Employee, Truck Offsider

“We unload the container when it comes in and 
empty the chemicals safely. And we sort, weigh 
and move cages, bale press the foils and press the 
cardboard.”
Kelly Hodel and Timothy Evans, Supported Employees“I enjoy the work I do with the van 

and I get paid good money.”

Bruce Moffatt, Supported Employee, Truck Offsider
][

Meet the
TEAM!

SSA × Endeavour
The partnership between Endeavour Foundation 
and SSA currently provides multiple jobs for 
people in Queensland, but there is potential to 
expand the collaboration into other SSA territories 
in the near future.

“We love this!” says Paul Frasca, SSA                    
Co-founder and Managing Director. “It’s just an 
awesome way to bring sustainability to life. Our 
aim with SSA is to find ways we can support all 
areas of  the community because that’s what drives 
a stronger society overall. We believe everyone has 
something great to contribute; we just need to be 
open to finding the right fit. 

“And our Endeavour team members have 
become such a colourful, strong and valuable part 
of  the SSA community.” 

For Endeavour, launching into a new network 
such as SSA brings powerful opportunities to get 
the community learning more about its amazing 

Supported Employees.
“We know work is important as it can provide 

people with a sense of  purpose, an opportunity to 
contribute and gain skills, improve confidence and 
self-esteem,” says Carlos. “We believe employment 
is a critical part of  an inclusive, empowering 
community for people with a disability.

This collaboration ultimately heralds the 
complete sustainability message – people, planet, 
profit. It creates social outcomes for people with 
a disability, generates more efficient pathways for 
resource collection and repurposing, and provides 
increased financial opportunities for individuals, 
organisations and community outreaches. And 
that’s what a healthy future looks like!

Supported employeesTimothy Evans and Kelly Hodel sort ponytails in the Endeavour 
facility.

Information provided by Endeavour Foundation and reflects nationwide operations.

“Furthermore, all proceeds from this direct partnership are 
reinvested into the community services to provide expanded 

outcomes for people with a disability.”

P E O P L E  F O R  T H E  P E O P L E
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Thanks to the variety of  quality food 
provided by OzHarvest we are able to 
support many clients at a time when they are 
really struggling.  Some arrive in Australia 
on Spousal Visas then, after enduring 
horrendous domestic violence are forced 
into homelessness, resulting in no income 
for many months and reliance on charitable 
support for all their basic needs. OzHarvest 
food gives our workers the opportunity to 
bring some pleasure into the lives of  those 
less fortunate and for that we are truly 
thankful.  Women who have experienced 
domestic violence need to know that people 
care about them and this is a tangible way 
that we can all pass on this message.

Alison Meneud
Central Domestic Violence Services Inc

“

76 million+ meals delivered Saved 25,000 tonnes of  
food from landfill

Deliver to over 1,000 
charities across Oz 

100 tonnes of  food rescued 
every week from over 3,000 

food donors Effect
OzHarvest
The

In 2004, after noticing the huge volume 
of  good food going to waste from the 
hospitality industry, Ronni Kahn ignited 

OzHarvest. She started in Sydney with one van 
and delivered 4,000 meals in the first month. Fast 
forward to 2017… this powerhouse charity now 
rescues more than 100 tonnes of  food destined 
for landfill every week and has delivered more 
than 76 million meals to those in need. 

There’s no doubt about it, OzHarvest is 
on a mission to eliminate hunger and food 
waste in Australia. At its core, the organisation 
rescues and redistributes quality surplus food 
in eight cities and through several regional 
areas; more than 3,000 food donors contribute 
to the cause including supermarkets, hotels, 
airports, corporate events, catering companies, 
restaurants and boardrooms.

Annika Stott, OzHarvest’s Sustainability 
Strategist, says the real progress will come from 
education.

“Making sure everyone understands why 
and how they can be part of  the solution is 
the challenge. Wasting food wastes everything 
– valuable land, resources, energy and money. 
If  people truly understood how much goes into 
producing a tomato, they may not be so quick 
to waste it.” 

More than one thousand charities across 
Australia receive rescued food from OzHarvest 
that feeds the most vulnerable in our community 
– it’s all made possible by an army of  supporters, 
volunteers, donors and high-profile companies, 
backed by an effervescent eye for innovation 
that comes with any activity bearing that now 
famous black and gold.

“2017 has been very exciting for OzHarvest 
as we opened Australia’s first rescued food 
supermarket based on a ‘take what you need, 
give if  you can’ philosophy. The market has 
served over 25,000 customers,” says Annika. 
“Another great innovation was the OzHarvest 
Food Truck, which is out and about providing 
conscious catering for corporate, private and 
community events. These bookings allow us to 
serve a hot homely lunch to a community in 
need once a week.”

The big picture is to see food waste halved 
nationally by 2030, a strategy that Ronni is 
working on closely with the Federal Government. 
In the meantime, this golden gang continues 
to mesmerise and enlighten the masses with 
its key activities such as the CEO Cookoff. It’s 
back again in 2018, and will see top bosses 
cook alongside the best Aussie chefs to create 
and serve a gourmet dinner for more than a 
thousand vulnerable people. 

SSA passionately shares OzHarvest’s 
philosophy to innovate our way out of  wasteful 
habits and into a better future for all. That’s 
why SSA donates all proceeds from recycling 
our members’ collected materials to provide 
for those in need… so far, the SSA network has 
contributed 48,000 meals!

“Sustainable Salons Australia shares our vision 
to create a better world, and is like-minded and 
passionate about the cause,” Annika says. “They 
help us punch well above our weight.”

Hot tip-off… Ronni’s fight against food waste 
has been documented by a film crew over the 
last two years – the movie is due for cinema 
release and TV distribution this year!

5

Cooking for a Cause: The SSA Team headed to 
OzHarvest for our 2017 Christmas Party… 

the meals we cooked using rescued food fed 100 
people in need the very next day!

ABC’s War on Waste presenter Craig Reucassel, Ronni Kahn and chef Neil Perry at 
the OzHarvest Think. Eat. Save event in Sydney
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BREAKING THE CYCLE
Brisbane Womens Correctional Centre commenced the 
hairdressing program in 2012, initially engaging MIG to 
deliver workshops and support those released from prison to 
transition into work. 

In 2015, MIG took on the delivery of  Certificate II 
in Hairdressing two days per week within a completely 
functioning, fully-booked salon within the prison. For many, 
completing this program is their greatest achievement and a 
major step towards breaking the cycle of  crime. 

A PASSION PROJECT
The hairdressing community is accepting and willing to give 
people a second chance – this is what makes the program so 
powerful! The joy for us is in seeing a passion for the trade 

ignited in the students; they have the very real opportunity 
to work in hairdressing on release and build a life away from 
crime. 

24 prisoners graduate from the Hairdressing Certificate 
II each year, and the program continues with a number of  
prisoners on the waiting list!

A NEW RELEASE ON LIFE
At a recent graduation ceremony, ex-prisoner Emily spoke 
about how the hairdressing program had saved her from a life 
of  drugs, prostitution and crime, and how the hair industry 
was willing to give people a go. 

Also, the prison salon raised more than $1,000 for the Smiles 
for Starlight campaign held in the hairdressing industry last 
year… way more than what MIG was able to do in its salon!

RAID MORE THAN THE MINI-BAR
Since 2014, ELBH has provided dignity to over 25,000 Australians 
in need by repurposing unused hotel and sample-sized toiletries 
and cosmetics into care packages for women’s refuges, youth 
shelters, homeless shelters and asylum centres. 

WE’RE COLLECTORS
In 2017, we put our hand up to become ELBH’s Victorian 
collection point. We receive, sort, package and distribute 
donations from all over the state, including many brought to us 
by our clients. 

Working in the aesthetic industry, we know that taking care of  
yourself  plays an important role in feeling good, and we want to 
extend this feeling to everyone. 

MONEY MATTERS
Instead of  giving traditional client gifts for Christmas, we 
donated much-needed funds to ELBH, allowing the volunteer 
run organisation to expand into Western Australia, Tasmania 
and the Northern Territory, thereby establishing a presence in all 
Australian states and territories.

James Vivian
James Vivian Dermal 
Therapies, VIC

Every Little Bit Helps

The Salon Team 
& Clients
Sudu Hair, NSW

Share the Dignity 

ONE OR THE OTHER
Share The Dignity collects thousands of  pads, tampons and 
personal hygiene products every year for women experiencing 
homelessness and poverty. They also fund funerals for victims of  
domestic violence and campaign for women’s justice in Australia. 

As women, we realised how much we take for granted. Women 
facing hardships shouldn’t have to choose between their next meal 
or a box of  tampons!

IT’S KIND OF A BIG DEAL
On any given night in Australia, 1 in 200 people are homeless; 
44% are female and 27% are children under the age of  18. 
Anything we can do, even as a small business, we believe makes a 
difference. So twice a year, we open our salon doors as a collection 
point for sanitary items to donate to Share the Dignity. This is a 
life-changing campaign.

BAGS OF LOVE
We’re so moved by the amount of  support we receive thanks to a 
simple poster in the window… clients and passers-by stop by to 
drop off items by the bag-full! 

SSA salons are among the most resourceful, generous and proactive in the country. With big hearts and bucket-loads of 
motivation, they build up their communities and change lives, all while running their busy businesses. Here are just a few of 
many who selflessly invest in those who need a helping hand.

Good Vibrations

Brisbane Womens Correctional Centre Hairdressing Program

The Educators
Matters in Gray Training Organisation, QLD

”

“
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ONCE YOU SEE,  YOU CAN’T UN-SEE
I met the Northern Territory community of  Jilkminggan after Toni&Guy Bondi Beach was involved in a clothing drive; 
we were helping a friend collect enough clothing that would create seed funding for the community to set up their own 
micro-enterprise. We received 500 boxes of  clothes after our call-out for clothing went viral on Facebook! 

When I visited Jilkminggan, I fell in love with an 18-month-old little girl called Alima – she lives in third world conditions… 
in Australia! I couldn’t believe that a little girl the same age as my son, who was born in the same country, doesn’t have the 
same opportunities he does. I vowed that day that I would make sure she gets the same as my children... so I started Deciding 
to Make a Difference.

WORKING HAND IN HAND
We’re communicating with Jilkminggan as a community to understand exactly what they want and need. Working with the 
NEV House Model, which is sustainable modular housing made from plastic waste (each 2-bed house uses around three 
tonnes of  materials), Ken McBryde, Principle at Sydney Architecture Studio, and his team will design and build off-the-grid 
sustainable housing; this will give the community a sense of  pride and ownership as well as the skill-set to develop and grow 
further.

2030 VISION
We’ve crowd-funded $10,000, QBE has donated $15,000 and we received a $60,000 grant from the Health Department! 
We’re working to get enough traction to rebuild the whole community of  45 houses, which will cost about $5 million.

WE POP-UP TO HELP OUT
Our ethos and philosophy has always been about giving back to the local community that sustains 
our business and what we do. 

For the past four years, Blow It’s a Hair Thing has collaborated with ShelterSA alongside various 
local businesses to bring The Homeless Connect EXPO to life. An annual event, this pop-up offers 
free health services, housing information and meals to those who need it most. Our salon has a stall 
where the team provides the community with the basic necessity… an awesome haircut!

HAIRCUTS CREATE HOPE
At the most recent event, our two senior stylists and one assistant were able to create 31 haircuts 
in 4 hours! The transformation gives these people a sense of  hope, optimism and confidence to be 
able to pursue better opportunities.

ALL FOR THE SMILES
Knowing that we’ve changed lives for the better and created smiles in places that happiness is hard 
to come by is such a rewarding feeling.

Nikki 
Porter
Rubi Hair Malvern, 
VIC

Look Good Feel Better

The Salon 
Team
Blow! It’s a Hair 
Thing, SA

The Homeless Connect 
Expo at Whitmore 
Square

Kelly Wright
TONI&GUY Randwick + 
Bondi Beach, NSW

Deciding to Make a Difference

SEEING IS BELIEVING
I witnessed the way Look Good Feel Better uplifted my mum when I was a child, and this memory 
has stuck with me. I saw their stand one year at an expo, and I knew then that I had to get involved; 
I’ve now been volunteering for six years.

WE BUILD CONFIDENCE
Look Good Feel Better empowers cancer patients to face the side-effects of  treatment with 
confidence via practical workshops on skincare, make-up and headwear. I volunteer my time for 
four half-day workshops each year, taking participants through how to clean their face and basic 
make-up application thanks to a confidence kit filled with products donated by beauty companies.  
I also assist in the session on head wraps, scarves and wigs – everyone has bit of  fun with it!

A MOOD SWING
These ladies and teens (even a few men’s workshops happen!) have the rare opportunity to spend 
time with people in a similar situation… getting pampered instead of  talking about their illness.

At least one lady each class tells me I’ve taught them something, which is really rewarding.

”

“
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THE DRIVE TEAM.

Salons 
level upCollection area: Melbourne and Geelong, and soon to be 

Ballarat!

SSA drive time: About 18 months… I think… time flies 
when you’re having fun!
 
Best thing about the job: I like getting out and about and 
going to places I wouldn’t normally, and all in the name of  
sustainability!
 
Biggest challenge of  the job: Not crashing the van…?
 
How I describe the job to my friends: I say I’m a 
Sustainability Garbo. I’m not supposed to say I’m a garbo but 
when I describe what I do, that’s the conclusion they draw so 
I just save them the time.
 
Weirdest thing I’ve collected from a salon: An entire 
wedding cake.
  
What sustainability means to me: I think it’s ideally 
about sustaining both the environment and our current 
standards of  living/production… or even improving them!
 
What I do when I’m not driving an SSA van: I’m an 
actor.

Collection area: Sydney’s western suburbs 

SSA drive time: Two years

Best thing about the job: The people I have the 
pleasure of  meeting!

Biggest challenge of  the job: Finding car parks.

How I describe the job to my friends: I’m a 
Recycled Material Extraction Technician. 

Weirdest thing I’ve collected from a salon: 
Nitrous oxide canisters, hypodermic needles, bags 
of  dog poo, a dildo… take your pick!

What sustainability means to me: To me,  
Sustainability  is motivation… everyone in some way 
sustains something, but to me it’s how motivated we 
are to making it happen.

What I do when I’m not driving an SSA van: 
By day you’ll find me in the SSA Depot processing 
the collected materials for repurposing. By night, I 
redesign Sydney roads by simulating them in a game 
called City Skylines (you can understand why, right?).

We don’t mean to bring the tone down, but 
did you know the hairdressing industry is 
experiencing a skills shortage? Statistics 

show that on average only 35% of  first-year 
apprentices go on to complete their hairdressing 
qualification.

But, it’s not bye bye balayage just yet… 
In 2006, The Australian Hairdressing Council 

was formed to represent professional hairdressing 
nationally and has been on a mission to improve the 
industry’s ‘people’ sustainability and its commercial 
viability for the future. 

Its members are Salon Select accredited salons, 
product companies and associated industry 
members who ensure that standards elevate; career 
interest and recruitment improves; and the Federal 
Government recognises and responds to unique 
industry issues.  

And now the AHC has its sights set on lending 
a hand to mop up the industry’s eco-footprint, too.

“Our Salon Select accreditation process lightly 
covers environmental strategies,” explains AHC 
CEO Sandy Chong, “but as there are so many in 
our industry who show real commitment in this area, 
like those who are part of  the Sustainable Salons 
program, the AHC wanted to take this much further.”

With the help of  SSA Co-founder and Managing 
Director Paul Frasca, the AHC has introduced the 
Green Select accreditation, which recognises salons 
for excellence in green initiatives such as recycling, 
water usage, energy consumption, environmentally 
sustainable product usage, composting, and eco 
policies and procedures.

“Paul’s commitment, passion and knowledge 
around sustainability meant it was absolutely 
necessary that he was the one who wrote the process 
for Green Select,” Sandy adds. 

The AHC and SSA continue to work closely 
together to explore opportunities for environmental 
grants and resources, and implement sustainable best 
practices across industry education and curriculum.

Sandy also spends her time fronting up to the 
government to have a say on decisions that affect 
salon businesses.

“The hairdressing industry has had little 
representation to government. I feel that there could 
be more government education and incentives to 
operate a sustainable business, especially as we can 
see clients actively sourcing salons that value and 
contribute to environmental strategies. 

“Unfortunately, not every salon is sustainable and 
the AHC feels that they should be.”

There is no sophisticated machine that lifts and empties the bin, just regular human strength hauling valuable materials like sustainability 
superheroes. In Queensland, our drivers are part of  SSA’s new partnership with Endeavour Foundation (read all about that on page 3, 
if  you haven’t already). In the other SSA territories, we have seven amazing drivers who are completely dedicated to the movement… 

let’s meet two of  them!

The SSA program is unique in many ways, but the collection process is pretty special. 
Each SSA territory comes with its very own drive team – every fortnight, they head out in 
the van to collect the contents of each salon’s purple wheelie bin… by hand. 

This is Josh. 

 And this is Russell.

Raw Edge Hairdressing in Geelong hits Green Select status.
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When SSA collects hair clippings from salons, they’re stockpiled ready to create Hair Booms in the event of a 
major environmental disaster. Here’s everything you need to know about The Hair Boom Project so far, from 
SSA’s research student at UTS Science, Rebecca Pagnucco.

The 2010 Deep Water 
Horizon explosion in 
the Gulf  of  Mexico is 
considered the worst 

marine oil spill in history, 
and instigated new research 

into natural sorbents materials 
such as Hair Booms. 

There were 844 marine 
pollution events reported to 

Maritime Safety Queensland 
from 2002 to 2016… that’s nearly 

one every week!

Most sorbents cannot 
be recycled and are 

disposed of  after single 
use! Hair withstands 

a greater number 
of  reuse cycles 

than other natural 
sorbents, making it a 

more sustainable option.

Hair is not readily 
biodegradable, which 
means Hair Booms 

are suitable for 
storage in case of  

emergencies.

Hair could be a more 
cost-effective oil sorbent 

than other commercial products 
because it’s a waste material.

Hair Booms could be 
composted through 

commercial-grade composting 
facilities, eliminating hazardous 

waste disposal problems.

Overseas research using 
the Ottimat™ human hair 

adsorbents showed that fixing 
bacteria to the surface of  
hair could speed up crude 
oil degradation… this could 
be applied to Hair Booms in 

the future!

Hair is relatively 
more efficient at 

adsorbing spilled 
oil than several 

other commercially-
available materials.

Some plant-based sorbents 
are very effective, but  the 

ability to grow and cultivate 
them around the world is 
limited. Hair waste is 

highly abundant in all 
parts of  the world.

The Hair Boom Report

#WEGIVEACROP
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WE 
ALL 
WIN

Saving big blue.
There’s been a great deal of chat about our flippant plastic culture lately… and maybe just in time, too. New film 
BLUE has recently splashed our synthetic addiction across the big screen – in another life, the film would simply 
be touted an oceanic masterpiece, but here the urgent mess of our disposable lifestyle takes centre stage, telling 
the true story of our wounded oceans.

As with all problems, there is 
opportunity; BLUE Director 
Karina Holden always intended 

for the film to be a message of  action, 
not despair. We chatted to her about the 
balance it takes to empower the masses.

TGC:  Ocean pollution is such a 
vast issue, where do you start? 

KH: BLUE tells the ocean’s story 
through everyday people who aren’t 
celebrities, politicians or recognised 
scientists. The Ocean Warriors featured 
are people who share a passion for saving 
the ocean, and they are doing something 
about it. Towards the end, the focus 
shifts back to the audience. I want to 
inspire people to protect the planet and 
to see conservation as a second nature. 
Or should we say… first nature?

TGC: How do you balance grim 
realism and optimism? 

KH: If  we just pretend our oceans 
are still pristine, we’re more likely to lose 
species and see habitats reach a point 
where they cannot recover. However, I 
wanted there to be beauty in the imagery 
and the music to be understated, despite 
the subject; this allows the audience to 

discover their own emotions about what 
they are seeing. A lot of  people have 
commented that the film is powerful and 
yet gentle because of  this approach. 

TGC: During filming, what was the 
most alarming discovery for you?

KH: I had always taken plastic for 
granted, but I never will again. Every 
piece of  plastic ever created is still on our 
planet today! Plastic particles and tiny 
micro-fibres are being ingested by krill 
and tiny fish then being fed on by larger 
fish, meaning we’re also consuming 
plastic ourselves.

TGC: How do the younger 
generations respond to the ocean 
crisis?

KH: I can see a real awakening… it’s 
why we created free BLUE curricular for 
schools. So far 6,500 schools have signed 
up to use the lesson plans we’ve created 
through our education partner Cool 
Australia. This gives me real hope; we 
all need to be engaged now and not just 
leave this for our kids to fix.

TGC: What habits should Aussies 
change to improve the situation?

KH: We need to become more 

conscious consumers. Purchasing with 
more awareness leads to buying from 
companies who have made sustainability 
a core philosophy of  their business. I’d 
also love to see Australians embrace 
the mindset that we are part of  nature, 
not separate from it. Spending time in 
wild places builds a connection back to 
the natural world. And when we love 
something, we’ll feel more impassioned 
to respect it and if  necessary, fight for it. 

TGC: You’re a Sustainable Salons 
client!

KH: I am… my hairdresser, Heather 
Loudon (Hair Society, NSW), was so 
excited when she discovered the SSA 
program. There is such an urgent need 
for sustainable solutions in so many 
businesses and it’s great to see this kind 
of  leadership here in Australia. I applaud 
all the people and businesses who are 
making zero waste their goal!

Become an Ocean Guardian at:
www.bluethefilm.org 

for new ocean-saving ideas each month, and 
find out how you can host your own screening 

of  BLUE for your salon or community!

All PLASTIC packaging is collected – yes, even the 
soft stuff like grocery bags and cling wrap! – and sent 
to incredible companies that clean contaminated 
materials and then recycle it into outdoor furniture 
and underground cable covers to protect the NBN! 

CHEMICALS from SSA salons are collected, pooled 
and sent to a chemical recycler to be turned back 
into water for use in roadworks and construction.

We’re working on it!

The SSA Program keeps plastics and chemicals 
out of  our waterways and oceans!

Sustainable Salons Australia was recently named a 
finalist in the 2017 Victorian Premier’s Sustainability 
Awards in the category of  Innovative Products/

Services. This was SSA’s first nomination in an awards 
platform outside of  the salon industry, and while the 
win wasn’t to be for SSA this time, we had a blast sitting 
alongside the best in the sustainability biz! 

And hey, you can’t be too miserable about a loss when the 
planet wins no matter who gets the trophy, right?

BLUE Film Director Karina Holden

A huge thank you to the wonderful SSA members and 
clients who commit so willingly and diligently to a 

sustainable salon future... we salute you! { }
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As a salon, we’re hoping to 
reduce our use of  mains power 
by 50%, by using more of  the 
power created by the 48 solar 

panels on the salon’s roof !
 

MABEHair, SA

I want to inspire people by 
simply talking about sustainable 
practices. At university recently, 
I conducted my own research 

for business environmental 
sustainability; the best way 
to create change is to create 
positive social peer pressure, 

so that being environmentally-
friendly is not only the normal 

thing to do, but the most 
socially acceptable thing to do.

 
Hair Society, NSW

We’re planning to make our 
own face and body scrub from 
our recycled coffee grounds, 
and we’ll also be starting a 
compost bin since our only 
landfill material now is food 

scraps! 

Koto Hair, VIC

I’m having a custom-built 
living wall installed. Not only 
do they clear air pollutants, 
but green walls provide a 

substantial and I think spiritual 
connection to nature that’s 

missing in the modern concrete 
building. I want my space to be 
a sanctuary for the many sick 
clients I treat who are going 
through the sterile reality of  

cancer treatment. 
 

MySkinSpa, QLD

We’ll be using our SSA rewards 
points to purchase a compost 
bin so that we can recycle our 
tea bags and food scraps; it’ll 
make a great fertiliser for our 

salon plants! And we’ve teamed 
up with Pureology to give a 
discount to each client who 
returns their empty product 

bottles for recycling. 
 

On the Fringe, VIC

Our chemical bucket is 
fortunately very low due to 

our good colour management 
practices, but it still has more 

product in there than we’d like. 
Our 2018 goal is to have ZERO 

need for this bucket at all!
 

The Assembly Hair, QLD

We’ll be recycling all of  our 
glass in 2018. It’s important to 
us to reduce our footprint as 

much as possible, and this new 
action will help our long-term 
commitment to sustainability.

 
Axis Hairdressing, ACT

T H E  S S A  M O V E M E N T

The Green Chair is an industry-first 
newspaper publication dedicated to 
showcasing and promoting the positive impact 
that the Sustainable Salons Australia initiatives 
and its members have on the community and 
the environment. Each issue aims to inspire 
with community-minded, sustainability-
focused news stories trending in and outside 
of  the hairdressing industry. It is distributed 
quarterly to salons Australia-wide.

Sustainable Salons Australia is a 
comprehensive resource recovery 
program committed to reducing the 
salon’s ecological footprint. We collect up 
to 95% of  the salon’s waste and divert it 
from landfill by collaborating on reuse 
solutions, while rewarding the salon and 
giving back to the community. 

PUBLISHER
Sustainable Salons Australia

EDITOR
Hayley Miller

DESIGN
Faraz Ahmed Mughal

ENQUIRIES
thegreenchair@sustainablesalons.com.au

ENQUIRIES
www.sustainablesalons.com.au/contact

@SustainableSalonsAustralia

Printed using paper from sustainable 
sources.

Going for green 
in twenty eighteen.
We’re proud to say that our salon members are sustainability over-achievers. Check out these 
impressive resolutions for building even greener salons in 2018!

The first of  its kind in Australia, Priscilla 
is TAFE SA’s mobile hair and beauty 
training van, and together with Revlon 

Professional and SSA she headed to the Hutt 
Street Centre in Adelaide to make way for free 
haircuts for the homeless.

 TAFE SA hairdressing students teamed up 
with seven SSA hairdressers who all volunteered 
their morning for this awesome event.

 Priscilla is fully equipped and designed to 
function like a professional hair and beauty 
salon. It includes two basins, two work stations 

and all the usual hairdressing tools. TAFE SA is 
hoping to expand the visits each month to include 
manicures, pedicures and massages to encourage 
more of  the female homeless population to seek 
help at the Hutt Street Centre.

 A huge thank you to our volunteers... Amber-
lee Witt, Your Destination Hair & Beauty; Anna-
Lisa Doyle, Violet’s Hair; Amanda Hamam 
and Kirsty Ann Sekulla Sage, Mister Morris; 
Charlotte Lee, Muse The Hair Room; and 
Emma Tooth and Selina Chhaur, Blow! It’s a 
Hair Thing.

We’re with Priscilla

“

”

{ }

Got a sustainable story to tell?
 Email it to thegreenchair@sustainablesalons.com.au

Saving big blue.



The SSA Network is committed to reducing its ecological footprint, supporting charitable causes and 
implementing environmentally-sustainable practices in all that we do. 

Here’s what we’ve achieved on our journey to zero waste! 

of paper recycled
of plastic kept in 
circulation and 
out of landfill

of metals diverted from 
landfill

meals provided for the 
homeless via OzHarvest

collected 
resulting in 
1,265  wigs 
for cancer 
and alopecia 
sufferers

of excess 
chemicals  
recycled back 
into water

Recycled 800kg of e-waste reducing the 
amount of raw materials mined and preventing 
toxins from leaching into the environment

of hair collected for 
The Hair Boom Project

70,800 KG 52,000 KG

81,700 KG

48,000
7,500 

litres 7.1 tonnes

25,300
ponytails

Saved enough water 
to fill 248,620 baths

Recovered enough 
energy to power a 
TV for 213,141 days

Saved the same 
amount of CO2 as 
180 flights from 
Sydney to London

This information reflects SSA’s activities from Feb 2015 – Nov 2017. 
For more information, visit www.sustainablesalons.com.au.

sustainablesalonsaustralia

SUSTAINABLE

 

SALONS

footprint


